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EDITORS’ NOTES
THE HIDDEN ROMANCE

For some reason science and medicine, in particular, has been perceived as unromantic and perhaps even boring
and tedious. Well, my dear readers, it is far from true - from a cell to an organism, from chemistry to human psyche,
from hormones to love … It all goes crisscross and, believe me, is both amazing and romantic. You may not have
known this before but at the heart of romance there should be intrigue and mystery! Where else if not in science
you find this all!
In the second issue of our journal we will give you some insight into science, technologies, politics and, what I
personally like best – where all these interact. You will agree that the most profound discussions start when we are
intelligent enough to involve knowledge from multiple areas.
So… brace yourself for a really exciting read!
Ingus Apse and Ivars Veckalns
Editors and publishers of the journal Semper Anticus
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ANTIMICROBIAL
RESISTANCE IN
LATVIA

to inappropriate prescribing and dispensing of those
medicaments, such as lack of up-to-date information,
misidentification of the type of infection, yielding to
patient pressure to prescribe antibiotics or even benefiting financially from supplying the medicines.
Inadequate hygiene and infection prevention and
control in hospitals help to spread infections as well.
As a practical example, health care professionals need
to keep in mind that hospital patients infected with
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus have a
considerably higher risk of dying than those infected
by a non-resistant form of the bacteria.

by Jessica Ferreira

NUMBERS IN LATVIA

WITHOUT HARMONIZED AND IMMEDIATE ACTION ON A GLOBAL
SCALE, THE WORLD IS HEADING TOWARDS A POST-ANTIBIOTIC
ERA IN WHICH COMMON INFECTIONS COULD ONCE AGAIN KILL.
(World Health Organization, 2015)

T

he use of antibiotics in medicine started
in the 1940s and since then, antibiotics
have a central role in modern healthcare.
Seventy years later, the applications of these
drugs are now seriously jeopardized by the
emergence and spread of microbes that are resistant to
affordable and effective first-line medicines, rendering
the drugs concerned ineffective for the treatment of
the infection. This resistance is a natural biological
phenomenon but is amplified by a variety of factors.
The inappropriate use of therapeutic antimicrobials in
human and veterinary medicine, the use of antimicrobials for non-therapeutic purposes like food production as well as the pollution of the environment by antimicrobials is accelerating the emergence and spread
of resistant microorganisms, putting every nation at
risk. 1

According to the CDDEP (The Center for Disease
Dynamics, Economics & Policy), antibiotic-resistant
bacteria, including methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), extended-spectrum beta-lactamase producers and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae, are increasing in prevalence worldwide,
resulting in infections that are difficult and expensive
to treat. Bacteria is allowed to resist the effects of antibiotics using a vast array of mechanisms. The most
common mechanisms can be through the production
of destructive enzymes that can neutralize antibiotics;

1 European Comission, 2011
2 CDDEP - The Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & Policy, 2015
3 World Health Organization, 2015
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through mutation, modifying antimicrobial targets;
the creation of a “biofilm” that prevents antibiotics
from entering in bacteria, among many other means. 2
So what can we as health professionals effectively
do, you may ask. The truth is that the antibiotic resistance is now a longstanding problem. As finally some
countries show progress in this field, many others
still are far away from the levels necessary to stop
this increase of resistance. In the worst case scenario,
bacteria might gain the ability to resist all developed
and undeveloped antibiotics, leaving the health care
professionals with no options to treat their patients in
case of bacterial infections.
In May 2015, the WHO again published a
Global Action Plan on Antimicrobial Resistance,
naming this as a major problem that is affecting the life
quality of people around the globe. This action plan sets
out five strategic objectives: (1) to improve awareness
and understanding of antimicrobial resistance; (2)
to strengthen knowledge through surveillance and
research; (3) to reduce the incidence of infection; (4)
to optimize the use of antimicrobial agents; and (5) to
ensure sustainable investment in countering antimicrobial resistance. 3

Currently, the countries with the highest numbers of
multi-resistant bacteria are the United States, Russia,
India and several Central European states.
The present data shows that Latvia is one of the
European countries with a low number of antimicrobial resistance. “In 2013, among S. pneumoniae
invasive isolates, penicillin resistance was highest in
Poland (32 percent) and lowest in the Netherlands (1
percent), and for macrolides, resistance was highest in
Romania (38 percent) and lowest in Latvia (2 percent).”
Also, “in 2013, carbapenem resistance in K. pneumoniae was not detected in Bulgaria, Finland, Latvia,
Lithuania, or Sweden.” 4
However, in order to keep these remarkable
numbers, action has to be taken now. With the aim
of prevent an increase in resistance, the BARN (Baltic
Antibiotic Resistance Collaborative Network) was

created in Sweden and includes now countries like
Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Russia, among others. Its
main objective is to facilitate interaction and co-operation counteract the negative effects of antibiotic resistance. 5 The organization has been holding several
workshops and methods to help health care professionals identify, tackle and prevent issues related to the
antimicrobial resistance.
Another indispensable aid is the NoDARS Project,
constituted by seven countries and tasked with collecting data in those countries. In Latvia, the Pauls
Stradins Clinical University Hospital collects this data
and focuses on bacteria in urinary tract infections
(UTI) and also on the strategies used by the local professionals to prevent the antimicrobial resistance from
growing. 6
In 2014, a study was conducted in Latvia about
recurrent urinary tract infections, discovering that
only 6,06% (4 cases) of all patients had Escherichia coli
resistant to the first-line antibiotics normally used. It
also concluded that the treatment methods used in
Latvia are aligned with the European recommendations, maintaining the low levels of antimicrobial resistance. 7
Therefore, and although Latvia has the mentioned low
level of resistance, the currently applied measures have
to be kept to help health care professionals fight the
arising challenges, having in mind that there still are
antibiotics which can treat patients in an effective way,

Health care professionals are on the front line of this
fight and have a major role in keeping the effectiveness
of antimicrobial medicines. Various reasons can lead
4 CDDEP - The Center for Disease Dynamics, Economics & Policy, 2015
5 Folkhalsomyndigheten.se, 2016
6 Vuopio, 2015
7 Journal of Nephrology & Therapeutics, 2015
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however this antibiotics need to be “protected” from
irresponsible use to stay efficient.
This is a constant struggle, not only for health professionals but for all of us, citizens of the world. We should
demand urgent and emergent measures that can fix this
issue. A conscious and responsible use of antibiotics is
imperative, so that the antibiotics can help people, not
kill them. The patients should request an informed use
of any antibiotics instead of demanding to take antibiotics because of a cold. All health professionals should
alert the patients of the long-term adverse effects that
concern the scientific community so much. Communication and education are the keys to a more responsible
use of antibiotics from the patient, and that is the main
role of a physician – help the patient to get through a
disease. �

A CONSCIOUS AND RESPONSIBLE
USE OF ANTIBIOTICS IS IMPERATIVE,
SO THAT THE ANTIBIOTICS CAN
HELP PEOPLE, NOT KILL THEM.

COMMENT

THE ARTICLE IS GOOD. ONLY THE AUTHOR IS NOT CORRECT
ABOUT THE GOOD STATE IN LATVIA. IT IS ADVISABLE TO
REVIEW THE ECDC DATA FOR LATVIA AND OTHER EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES, AND FOCUS ON THE RESISTANCE AMONG
ENTEROBACTERIACEAE - IT IS THE MOST DESTRUCTIVE AND
RECENT PROBLEM.

Dr. Māris Liepiņš,
Head of RAKUS Infection surveillance service, doctor infectologist, hepatologist
RSU Infectious diseases and dermatology department
Maris.Liepins@aslimnica.lv
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THE

ROMANTIC
PATIENT
by Kamiar-K. Rückert
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THE ROMANTIC PATIENT

A

short look into nowadays media is
nearly enough to get a quick insight on
the general attitude to modern medicine
and health care. While the majority of the
population sill regards the advantages
of science as a blessing, a not too small minority feels
misunderstood. They regard themselves as the left-behind, the forgotten ones in the theoretical world of
evidence-based medicine and the wheel of capitalism.
“Doctors don’t listen to us anymore!” or “Medicine is
just a business!” are often the complaints of this group.
These patient tend to split medicine regularly in to the
good and the evil. On one hand is the bad scientific,
capitalistic machinery, which disregards the emotions
and the human character of medicine. On the other
hand the good medicine with the thoughtful alternative practitioners, mindfulness and the neglected
“inhuman” and over rational evidence.
Deep down us doctors tend to devaluate these patients.
They threaten our existence with their irrational
remarks. Often I have heard my fellow students talk
about these patients in a demeaning way, insulting
their intellect and education. The problem is seen on
the opposite side of intellect. This has little to do with
the level of education but rather with the underlying
emotional quality. Though this devaluation is the
wrong approach, it is understandable, because it reveals
a core problem in medicine and among us students and
doctors: The neglect of emotions in medical schools
across the world.
We face many patients as we go through our
medical and clinical education. Some are difficult, some
are kind and some we forget about. Whether we study
it or experience it, the quality of our doctor-patient-relationship is at the core of well-being and recovery.
Michael Balint’s famous answer to the question “What
is the strongest medicine?” is “our relationship”. It is
often neglected in the primary care setting, simply
because we lack the time and an uncontrollable
amount of patients is steadily admitted to the primary
care facilities. Sometimes we deny the positive impact
of relationship in healthcare, but unconsciously we
seem to be aware of the importance since childhood. A
child’s relationship to his parents has a positive effect
on its later health and well- being. Children who were
nurtured are less often sick, succeed better in later life
and suffer less from chronic disease. Epigenetics shows
us that even our genetic expression changes in the light
of our life’s circumstances and choices. As we grow up
we continue to seek for similar nurture and understanding in our romantic relationships.
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Romantic Relationships are a tricky thing, because
we long for comfort and safety, want to give back and
receive and at its core we often want to be understood without words. Way too often we regress to a
younger version of ourselves and expect our lover to
understands our deepest longing and hopes without
having to verbalize them. Often we act like children
and seek for a nonverbal sense of understanding. We
consciously know the ridiculous character of this
behaviour; since our understanding is based on explanation and communication. Yet it sometimes feels
like a defeat to speak and verbalize our inner world. To
have a nonverbal understanding on an emotional level
is at the core of Romanticism or as Alain de Botton
describes it: “Romanticism is a philosophy of intuitive
agreement”. This glimpse of late 18th century philosophy is not only seen in our relationships, but also
in our daily medical practice. Among the variety of
patients is the “Romantic Patient”.
Similar to lovers in a relationship, our patients
expect to be understood intuitively too. Emotions
are inevitably connected to illness and it is not easy
to live with or speak about fear, sadness or shame. At
the same time, emotional distress can cause functional
symptoms. Psychodynamic theory teaches us that it
is easier to acknowledge a functional symptom rather
than an emotional conflict threatening our Ego and
self-worth.
We are lucky that most patients are able to have inside
into their inner world and allow themselves to talk
about it. Yet there is the before mentioned minority,
which, I would argue, is at the core a “Romantic Patient”.

is tricked into recovery by the ultimate non-threatening remedy. Patients seek for support in alternative
drugs and displace the emotional quality onto this
type of medicine.
If we are honest we sometimes feel helpless as
well. Occasionally we prescribe unnecessary medicine
to cover up this feeling. Antibiotics are overused and
one gets the impression us doctors feel more comfort
in prescribing them than the patient receives from
taking them.

What can we do to help these people? First we need to
recognize our own inner world and the pain and threat
we face when we are confronted with the Romantic
Patient. Even for doctors it is a challenge to give to
those who need it the most. Often the weakness and
longing for help we feel in these moments is the transference of the patient’s world onto to us. A simple and
timesaving help could be the simple question: “How
do you feel with your illness?” �

Photo: Jamie Street

SIMILAR TO LOVERS IN A
RELATIONSHIP, OUR PATIENTS EXPECT
TO BE UNDERSTOOD INTUITIVELY TOO.

The Romantic Patients are the ones seeking for a relationship and want to be understood intuitively.
Similar to a partner neglected by their lover or a child
suffering from misjudgement, they are the misunderstood. A feeling we may all have experienced. The
Romantic Patients cannot allow themselves to admit
their feelings and longing for this connection, because
it would reveal the longing for a general relationship
with the world or with an old caregiver. As we all try
to protect our ego and self-worth, they turn to defense
mechanisms in order to conceal this emotional world
to themselves. These mechanisms include denial, repression, displacement and splitting. First they deny or
repress the inner conflict and afterwards they continue
to split medicine into good and bad in order to not face
their disappointment. Because the Romantic Patient
often needs the emotional quality more than physical
medicine, he or she will turn to alternative practitioners, which offers this precise quality disguised as
herbal, side-effect- free medicine. Their threatened Ego
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GUMS AND TOBACCO
- do they correlate?
by Sintija Miļuna

S

nus is a product of tobacco widely used in
Sweden, regardless of its prohibition of trade
within European Union by European Commission in 2014. This product in Sweden and
other countries is sold in small containers in
which tobacco is either weighed in portions or left as
loose snus. In order to use the portion snus, it is placed
under the upper or lower lip. Even though the trade of
snus is illegal in Latvia, the youth is nonetheless using
this product of tobacco. It’s suggested that smokeless
tobacco is continuously gaining popularity amongst
young people, although the age range and the number
of users is impossible to determine. Yet according to
the research smokeless tobacco is enjoyed mostly by
males in the age group of 15-30 years old.
Research included 20 patients, 10 of wom were not
using any forms of tobacco and 10 of whom were
using smokeless tobacco. Out of smokeless tobacco
users 60% were using it all day long, 8 hours or more.
One portion of General Classic portion snus contains
8.0 mg nicotine, yet Siberia Brown Extremely Strong
portion contains snus 43.0 mg (according to Topsnus,

2016). Some of the participants were using more than
one portion bag at the time, which can lead to double,
even triple nicotine dosage. The other 40% of participants in the study were using the smokeless tobacco
few times a day to only few days per week. This kind
of tobacco contains nitrates, which are considerate to
be cancerogenic, which can be a cause of many cancers
(Grando, 2014).
Using different qualitative and quantitative methods
it was discovered that patients who didn’t use tobacco
products have no or have very small amounts of
pathogenic microorganisms, that can be potential
causes of periodontological diseases in the oral cavity,
within their subgingival or supragingival biofilms.
Meanwhile, pathogenic microorganisms (A.actinomycetemcomitans, P.gingivalis, P.intermedia, T.forsythensis,
T.denticola) were found in the biofilms of patients using
smokeless tobacco. Findings of these micoorganisms
in the samples taken from the oral cavity can be an
indicator for further development of periodontological
and systemic (e.g. diabetes mellitus or cardiovascular)
diseases. �

Photo: Lisa Risager

1 Åkesson, M. L., et al. Health-related quality of life and prospective caries development. BMC oral health: 2016.
2 Grando, S. A. Conections of nicotine to cancer. Nature Reviews Cancer, 2014.
3 Questions & Answers: New rules for tobacco products. Brussels: European Commission, 2014.
4 Topsnus.
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PERIPHERAL
VENOUS
CATHETERS–

A NEW THREAT TO
PATIENTS?
by Veronika Baltmane and Ivars Veckalns

T

he peripheral venous catheter (PVC) is a
device that is inserted into the patient’s vein,
most commonly in the v. mediana cubiti
of the forearm or the venous plexus of the
back of the palm, with the aim of transferring a drug in the circulatory system. However, there
are times when this device not only ensures access to
the circulatory system but is also a platform for the
adhesion of many different microorganisms.
Bacterial adhesion or attachment to the outer,
superficial surface of the catheter is not dangerous and
is acceptable. Complications can arise when bacteria
attaches to the cannula of the catheter, which is located
in the patient’s blood vessel. This can help bacteria
spread through the bloodstream and promote the development of sepsis (life threatening dysfunction of
organs that is caused by an excessive and inadequate
immune system response to an infectious agent in the
bloodstream). Also, this can lead to bacteria reaching
distant tissues, where microorganisms can cause
infection. 1 The infectious process can also develop on
the skin in the place of insertion, which manifests as
redness around the place of insertion, a higher temperature of the skin, swelling, pain.
There are many ways, in which the microorganisms can

appear on the surface of catheters. First of all, bacteria
that is part of the normal microflora of patients and
medical staff can migrate from the skin to a part of the
catheter. Secondly, bacteria can appear on the inside of
the catheter if it has been contaminated meaning that
the injected medical solution has been polluted with
bacteria. The development of catheter colonisation and
the infectious process is stimulated by factors like inadequate frequency of dressing changes for the catheters,
insufficient cleanliness of the skin surrounding the
catheter, the catheter staying inserted in the skin for a
prolonged period of time, a weakened immune system
of the patient and the presence of chronic illnesses.
Infectious diseases which are the result of
catheter contamination are called intravascular catheter-related bloodstream infections, which belong
to the in-hospital acquired or nosocomial infections.
These are diseases that can be acquired in medical institutions 48 hours after hospitalisation and have not
been the reason for hospitalisation. Based on the data
provided by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention every year 4 000 000 people in Europe die of
nosocomial infections. 2 The fifth most frequent cause
of hospital associated infections is circulatory system
infections. 3 Therefore, it is important to understand
what is the frequency and risk of infection in Latvia.

1 Barbara W.Trauter, MD, Rabih O.Darouiche,MD “Catheter-Associated Infections”, Veterans Affairs Medical Center,
2002 Holcombe Blvd, Houston
2 European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control «Healthcare-associated infections»
3 Goto M, Al-Hasan ‘Overall burden of bloodstream infection and nosocomial bloodstream infection in North
America and Europe», Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Infectious Diseases, University of Iowa Carver
College of Medicine, IA, USA, 2013
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In 2016 research was done with the aim of discovering
the incidence of peripheral venous catheter contamination, the most common infectious agents, their resistance to antibiotics in one Latvian hospital ward and
defining factors which contribute to the attachment
of microbes to the surface of the catheter. Some of
the potential risk factors were discovered to be – the
patients’ age, having the peripheral venous catheter in
the body for a prolonged period of time, the insertion
of the catheter when receiving emergency medical assistance (EMA), including ambulances, and a secondary
illness.
During the experiment 46 patients (34 men and 12
women) were examined and 46 peripheral venous
catheters were acquired. They were transported to the
laboratory of the Riga Stradins University Biology and
microbiology department in sterile containers, where
the cannula part of the catheter was removed in sterile
conditions and placed into a test tube with 5 ml NaCl
0.9% solution. Afterwards the cannula and solution
was processed using the sonication method (placed in
an isolated water bath, in which ultrasound is released)
with the aim of inhibiting the attachment of bacteria
to the cannula and promoting their migration to the
solution. The next step was the plating of bacteria on
special mediums, which have optimal conditions for

the growth of bacteria. Mediums were incubated for 24
hours in 370 temperature to cultivate bacteria and 48
hours in 220 temperature to cultivate fungi. After incubation, a pure culture was acquired and then identified, using the Latex agglutination method and the
commercial system Vitek2. Using this system and the
Kirby-Bauer disk method, resistance to antibiotics was
determined.
The results were as follows: the colonisation of the
cannula had taken place in 46% of catheters. From those
24% of the agents were coagulase negative (do not cause
clotting in the rabbit’s plasma) staphylococcus, such
as, S.epidermidis, S. saprophyticus, which belong to the
normal microflora of the skin. However, in 10% of the
cases, the colonising agent was S.aureus. Even though
S. aureus is a member of the staphylococcus genus, it
should be especially noted because firstly it is coagulase
positive (causes clotting in the rabbit’s plasma) and
secondly it can cause serious diseases when it travels to
a non-characteristic places in the body such as the circulatory system even though it belongs to the normal
human microflora. In 10% of cases the colonising agent
was Sarcina spp., which also belongs to the normal skin
and intestine microflora. In just as many cases – 10%
of the colonisation was caused by Saccharomyces spp.,
which belong to yeast fungi.

COLONISATION OF THE CANNULA HAD
TAKEN PLACE IN 46% OF CATHETERS

THE
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Six samples from all analysed cultures confirmed resistance to antibiotic substances, including β-lactams,
erythromycin, fosfomycin and gentamicin, which
means that previously used pharmacological treatment
will not be able to kill microorganisms, which have
colonised the catheter. However, it is important to note
that after removing the peripheral venous catheter
none of the patients experienced systemic or local infections.
Analysing the impact of the patient’s age on PVC colonisation it was concluded that age has no vital influence
because the average age of the examined patients was
66.7 years. However, the average age of patients that
had catheter colonisation was similar – 66.1 years.
Also, the duration of the catheter’s presence in the body
did not have a considerable influence on increasing the
risk of colonisation. The average time that the catheter
was inserted for all patients was 3.3 days. However,
the average time for the patient group with colonised
catheters was 3.4 days. Therefore, we can conclude
that changing of catheter dressing occurs within the
standards set by the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, which states that the PVC dressing change
should take place every 72-96 hours. 4
Comparing the extent of colonisation between
the catheters placed in the ward and those placed in
emergency medical assistance (EMA), it was discovered that the EMA inserted catheters are infected
63% of the cases, as opposed to catheters placed in the
hospital ward with 43% infected cases. This could be
explained by the fact that catheters cannot always be
placed in completely antiseptic conditions in EMA. Do
to the rush and stress of the emergency it is possible to
contaminate the patient’s catheter with the skin flora
of the staff or the environment.
Exploring the impact of the patient’s co-morbidity on
the increased risk of catheter colonisation, diabetes
and gout cases were most notable. 3 of 5 diabetes
patients were registered with a PVC colonization, a
similar figure was also among gout patients – 4 of 9
catheters displayed a colonization of the cannula. This

Photo: Milada Vigerova

4 Naomi P. O’Gradi et al “Guidelines for the Prevention of Intravas
cular Catheter-Related Infections”, National Center for Infectious
Diseases, 2002.
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can be explained by the fact that both diseases lower
the immunity of patients, making them more susceptible to different types of infectious agents. 5, 6
To summarize the findings and results, an opportunity has arisen to answer the question of whether
patients now really should show increased concern
and fear of intravenous catheter insertion. The answer
is clearly ‘’ no ‘’. Peripheral venous catheters continue
to be an indispensable part of medical care, despite
the potential of bacteria colonisation and the risk of
infection. However, patients and medical staff must
focus on the prevention of colonisation possibilities
– the catheter and the dressing should be replaced
regularly, before insertion antiseptic measures must
be followed regarding the patient’s skin, the staff and
the cleanliness of the catheter. Only by taking all the
necessary preventive measures can the patient’s health
be protected and improved. �

COMPLICATIONS CAN ARISE WHEN
BACTERIA ATTACHES TO THE CANNULA
OF THE CATHETER, WHICH IS LOCATED
IN THE PATIENT’S BLOOD VESSEL.

Photo: Drew Hays • University of
Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
United States

5 Geerlings SE, Hoepelman AI.”Immune dysfunction in
patients with diabetes mellitus”, Department of Medicine,
Division Infectious Diseases and AIDS and Eijkman-Winkler Laboratory for Medical Microbiology, University
Hospital Utrecht,PubMed, 2002, The Netherlands
6 Michael S.Gersch, Richard J.Johnson “Uric acid and
immune response”, Nephrol Dial Transplant, 2006.
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HOW
DO
WE
PROFIT
FROM
ILLNESS?
by Kamiar-K. Rückert

20

D

id you ever profit from a disease? Did
you make some millions on being sick?
Unless you are the child of a Los Angeles
plastic surgeon you probably did not
profit financially from it, but yet it is
quite simple to profit from a disease and I assure you
we all did it before. The idea of profiting from a disease
is referred to as morbid gain and is largely influenced
by Sigmund Freud. Though the majority of modern
medicine still regards him as a bit off and assumes his
theories to be more mostly unscientific and philosophical than solid science, his influence can be found in
psychiatry, psychosomatic medicine and even internal
medicine. The morbid gains is based on the theory of
psychodynamics, which regards quite obviously the
psyche to be dynamic. This dynamic movement refers
to unconscious repressed wishes and conflicts striving
to become conscious. Obviously there is a bit more to
that, but let’s just finish here for the sake of the article.

ONCE YOU HAVE A PRIMARY GAIN YOU
CAN CONSCIOUSLY DECIDE: “DO I
WANT TO ACT ON IT OR NOT”.

The primary gain refers to an unconscious conflict
giving rise to symptoms in order to shift the attention to
functional symptoms rather than emotional conflicts.
It is thereby referred to as an internal motivator. Let’s
say a person is terribly ashamed of their body and a
pool party is coming up on a Saturday afternoon. He
or She might not be able to acknowledge their shame,
but instead develop headaches or a sore throat. This
process in which a conflict can give rise (functional)
symptom is described as primary gain. This is just one
example. In life and during the everyday business of a
GP this occurs quite often. After all, what do you think
is it easier to acknowledge a conflict based on shame
or anger or the development of functional symptoms
to shift the attention.
The secondary gain is a conscious, external
motivator of illness. Once you have a primary gain you
can consciously decide: “do I want to act on it or not”.
Once you act on it in order to gain freedom, compassion etc. it is referred to as secondary. A patient gains,
additionally to the previously mentioned benefit, an
advantage from other people close to him or her. A
gain of compassion and attention from loved ones,
relatives, colleagues. Let’s take Elisabeth. Elisabeth is
a nurse who enjoys her work with sick patients, she
cares for them, tries to nurse them back to health or just
listens to their complaints. Her husband is working as
a manager and does not have too much time for her, in
21

COMMENT
his spare time he plays soccer or goes to a bar with
his friends. Elisabeth is sad about the lack of compassion, attention and care towards her. When Elisabeth
gets sick with the flu, she decides (consciously) to stay
home. Her husband is being „forced“ to stay home,
cook for her and nurse her back health.
Maybe even her mom who lives an hour away
from their home comes to visit to nurse her back to
health. Thereby Elisabeth gained the compassion and
attention from her loved husband and her mother by
being ill. Elisabeth acted on her symptoms, which is
referred to the secondary gain.
The 2006 study “Medical unexplained
physical symptoms in emergency medicine” these
MUPS – medically unexplained physical symptoms.
1
Primary care physicians commonly observe MUPS
in the ER, yet the medical faculties and the literature
rarely considers them. Without given numbers on the
frequency, the study reveals common symptoms such
as benign palpitations in cardiology, irritable bowel

syndrome and non-ulcer dyspepsia in gastroenterology. The range of psychosomatic complaints from
rheumatology with fibromyalgia to paediatrics with
non-specific abdominal pain might be astonishing
medical student. How high do think is the number of
these symptoms? According to two studies up to 40
per cent of patient suffer from MUPS. 2, 3
So now that we talked about the primary
and secondary gain which deal with the internal and
external motivation, let us look at the third gain. The
tertiary gain deals with benefits outside of the patient
and with the advantage for the surrounding of a
patient. Caring for a patient does not only cause benefit
for the patient but also for the caregiver or maybe an
institution. Take the tertiary gain and apply it to the
medical profession. Could you imagine a doctor or
a nurse benefiting from a patient’s illness? Could it
maybe stabilize our fragile self-esteem to care for
other? �
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T

he article written by colleague is good. The article addresses
an important clinical issue. It is not scientific, it is popular scientific or written as lecture; an article that educates, which
-- from what I understand -- fits well with the concept of your
journal. Few sentences for “insight”: some of the common
causes for somatic disorders are emotional ones. Research on biochemical aspects of physiology of emotions and the effects of emotions on
organ function have begun, yet clinical experience of effects of different
emotions is far larger. The question of primary, secondary and tertiary
benefits of the disease is a question as much about the disease and the
etiological factors of disorders. This in clinical work is and always will be
important and relevant.
Prof. Gunta Ancāne,
Dr. med.
Riga Stradins University
Head of Department and Clinic of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy

1 Stephenson DT, Price JR. Medically unexplained physical symptoms in emergency medicine. Emergency Medicine
Journal : EMJ. 2006;23(8):595-600. doi:10.1136/emj.2005.032854.
2 Katon W, Ries RK, Kleinman A. The prevalence of somatization in primary care. Compr Psychiatry. 1984;25(2):208-215.
3 Kroenke K. Symptoms in medical patients: an untended field. Am J Med. 1992;92(1A):3S-6S.
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HIV VACCINE PHASE II
CLINICAL TRIALS HAVE BEGUN
by Kavish Khatib

S

AV001, an HIV vaccine developed by
Chil-Yong Kang and a research team at
Western’s Schulich School of Medicine has
successfully completed phase 1 trials. The
results of the Phase I trial were published
in the journal, Retrovirology, and showed that the
vaccine is both safe for use and effective in triggering an anti-HIV immune response in HIV-positive
patients. The results demonstrated that the vaccine
was well tolerated with no serious adverse events and
can now proceed to Phase II.

pharmaceutical venture company, Sumagen Co. Ltd.
which has been producing the vaccine for clinical
trials and holds the patent on the vaccine for mass production and distribution.

The SAV001, contains a genetically modified and killed
version of an HIV virus and it is safe and well tolerated
after a single intramuscular injection. The combination
of chemical and physical inactivation procedures is
adequate to completely kill the genetically modified
HIV-1 NL4-3 virus while retaining the function and
immunogenicity of viral proteins. Vaccination with
SAV001 could enhance humoral immune responses
including broadly neutralising antibody production
in HIV-1 negative individuals. Therefore, SAV001 represents a promising starting point for development of a
safe and effective HIV-1 vaccine using the killed whole
virus approach.

The proposed next phase will involve 300 volunteers
from the general population, and 300 from groups
considered high-risk including men who have sex
with men, intravenous drug users, sex workers, and
those living with an HIV-positive partner.
The SAV001 vaccine is unique in that it uses a
killed whole HIV-1, much like the killed whole virus
used in vaccines for polio, hepatitis A, rabies, and the
flu. The killed HIV-1 is genetically engineered so it is
less dangerous and can be produced in large quantities. The vaccine is the world’s first preventative HIV
vaccine using genetically modified killed whole-virus
to receive approval by the United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) to proceed to this phase of
human clinical trials.

HIV/AIDS has killed more than 41 million people
worldwide, and more than 35 million people currently
live with the infection.
The vaccine is being tested in partnership with
Sumagen Canada, the Canadian branch of Korean

Plans are underway to test it on 600 HIV-negative
subjects across North America as early as next fall. The
Phase II trial, once approved by government regulatory agencies, will determine the vaccine’s ability to
produce anti-HIV antibodies in patients who are not
infected with the virus.

Once Phase II has been successfully completed, Phase
III will be conducted world-wide with 6,000 subjects
and will be the true test to show if the vaccine is
effective in protecting people against HIV infection. �

Scheme 1
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IS THE WORLD

GROWING
TIRED
OF ACADEMICS AND EXPERT OPINIONS?
by Robert Ekman and Iga Olejarczyk

T

he wave of anti-rationalism, and anti-intellectualism promotes the virtue of
ignorance, but in the same time creates a
double standard. As the populist movement
to distrust experts and any of their opinions
is gaining traction, few stop to think upon the consequences it may bear. What is it that makes us distrust
certain experts, while putting our lives in the hands
of others?
Politicians like Michael Gove and President Donald
Trump, have repeatedly said that people have “had
enough” of experts. Those who agreed or got convinced
helped the cause of Brexit and got Trump to his presidency. This populist movement seems to be spreading
around the world, favouring notion against intellectual elites, and expert opinions. Nevertheless, what
the majority of people in favour of this populism fail
to recognize, is the dualistic approach it causes in their
everyday life.
Every time we take an ibuprofen we entrust
the quality of it to the experts who produced it; every
time we step on a plane we trust the experts in the
cockpit; every time our car breaks down, we trust the
car mechanics to fix it for us. Every single day we put
our life in the hands of an expert community without
ever questioning their expertise.
Yet, when we are told that the overwhelming
majority of climate scientists accept anthropogenic
climate change, a substantial percentage of us go,
“Meh, what do they know? It’s still cold here.”

What makes us trust some experts, and not the
others?

The study from Hendriks, Kienhues, and Bromme
(2015) looked at the likelihood that we would trust
an expert to solve an informational problem that is
beyond our understanding. This ““epistemic trustworthiness” is determined by three subscales: expertise,
integrity, and benevolence.”
The first subscale - Expertise - is about professional competence. An expert is expected to have a
broad knowledge on their topic, to be highly trained in
theirw field, but also to seem intelligent as a person.
The second subscale - Integrity - says that experts
should also be perceived as objective to the information they present, have a good work ethic, be honest,

and support recognized scientific standards. Overall,
it is reflected by experts appearing as sincere and fair.
The last subscale - Benevolence - is about any potential
interests of the expert that may go against the public’s
interest, the intentions and their good will. An expert
should never seem to be motivated by a possibility of
personal gain.
When any of the above components of “epistemic
trustworthiness” is missing, the plausibility of an
expert decreases and we are less likely to trust them.
Another problem of mistrust in experts may lay in
their poor communication skills. Experts tend to communicate with a layman as if with a colleague – using
their niched jargon and incomprehensible abbreviations specific to their own field. As concluded by a
study from Karolinska Institute, “the readability of
scientific texts is steadily decreasing” (Plaven-Sigray,
et al., 2017). This, often unintentional and unnecessary,
obscurity in communication makes groups of experts
extremely difficult to understand. Thus, their expert’s
message gets easily rejected by a non-expert audience.
Interestingly, “we can already see, how quickly
straightforward communication wins public appreciation.’’ “Analysis of the style and rhetoric of the 2016
US presidential primaries” (Savoy, 2017), shows how
President Donald Trump is favouring simple and
direct communication style compared to other candidates. President Trump was (and still is) using simpler
vocabulary and less complex formulations, a style that
won him many supporters.
What we see is a growing gap between the
laymen and experts in the way they communicate,
with each group heading in the opposite direction.
Therefore, tackling the problem of communication
obscurity may greatly help us understand experts.
With every problem, there might be more
than one causation and one solution. However, by fulfilling the epistemic trustworthiness and changing
the way experts communicate, we may achieve a step
closer towards our goal: a public arena in which the
facts are important, and where being educated on a
matter out of our specialization is appreciated. What
we otherwise would get, is a dark dystopia where we
don’t seek information from those who possess it, and
where we reject science and rationality. �

THE READABILITY
OF SCIENTIFIC
TEXTS IS STEADILY
DECREASING
(Plaven-Sigray, et al., 2017)
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IS THIS GOING TO BE

a Difficult

DIVORCE?
by Gerhards Reinholds Miķelsons and Ingus Apse

T

he United Kingdom European Union
membership referendum in June 2016 added
turmoil to a union that’s been shaken by a
global refugee crisis, terrorism and heightened tension between its member states.
We’re on the brink change. For the first time, since its
creation, the EU will be losing a member state - a socio-economically strong and vital part of the union is
leaving.
With Dr. Eugene Eteris, Faculty
of European Studies, RSU, we
demystified the elusive question
– is Brexit going to be a difficult
divorce?

Just recently the German
President in a speech at the European Parliament
suggested that the EU member states had to stick
together and dedicate all their efforts and resources
to build a stronger European Union where citizens
would live in peace and prosperity. How strong or
weak do you think the EU presently is?
“Strong and weak” – those are two very polar notions;
there are some highly industrialized and some
so-to-say less developed EU states, which makes it
difficult to provide for a general or a common direction
in socio-economic integration. Presently, there are
EU member states that can be generally classified as
“donor” and “recipient” states regarding the EU budget.
That is why cohesion and other assistance instruments
are not the same in all the EU member countries. For
example, in Latvia one can really feel the immense
growth stemming from the increased EU cohesion and
regional budgets. However, because the EU consists of
just 5-6 “donor” states and mainly “recipient” states,
the strength of the Union is reflected by the coherence
of the two differently developed state categories.
1 http://ec.europa.eu/budget/figures/interactive/index_en.cfm
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Latvia receives five times more from the EU budget
than it pays into it. UK was a significant contributor
to the EU budget. What would be the consequences
for the EU and Latvia in terms of financial support
after Brexit?
In 2015 the United Kingdom contributed about €18.2
billion to the EU budget; however, after the UK rebate
deal, the UK sent only about € 13 billion, which
is already proportionately less than other “donor”
countries’ contributions. Latvia’s GDP is approximately €25 billion (2016); in 2015 Latvia received approximately €982 million from the EU, yet contributed €206 million (around 1% of GDP). 1
The UK is one of the main “funders” for the
EU financial programme, alongside Germany, France,
The Netherlands, Sweden and others. One of the main
questions among the EU member states has been:
what share of their GDP the states should contribute.
In 1985 the UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher successfully negotiated a deal with the EU for UK with
the resulting rebate being a far smaller contribution for
the EU fund.
Now considering Brexit, after the UK leaves
the European Union, they will start negotiating new
trade deals with each country from scratch. Therefore,
the EU will re-assess the role of “contributing” states
in the EU multi-annual budget. Brexit will, of course,
result in smaller annual funding for each of the
“recipient” countries; however, the main issue for each
country will be negotiating the new trade deals with
the United Kingdom. Latvian people rely upon the politicians thrifty and mastery skills in negotiating new
beneficial trade deals.
Latvia is a small state dependent on the EU’s “donor”
countries. As a result, Latvian assistance depends on
the “will” of the EU donor states. Would you say that
Latvia is on the safe side?

Photo: James Giddins

Everyone knows that being dependent is a crushing
issue; therefore, one of the main objectives for Latvia
should be, first of all, deciding on the national interests
and, second, to vigorously pursuing them. It is vitally
important for Latvia to create and follow its national
identity path, which accordingly means developing
business sectors where Latvians excel, and produce
goods that are most competitive. Answering these
questions and having a clear definition of the national
objectives and targets will be the “moment of truth”
for the state and the nation as a whole, thriving and
generating positive public perceptions. With national
growth goals and a booming business sector Latvian
importance in the EU and the world will grow.
In the beginning of May, France will have presidential elections. Do you think that Marine Le Pen has
a chance to win?
No, I don’t think so; though she has some definite
support in France; some even say that she has good
chances of winning the elections!
But if she did, could France leave the EU?
No. France together with Germany is one of the
founding fathers of the EU!
But looking at past events, especially with the
outcome of Brexit and Trump’s presidency, there
is a possibility. If she does win, could that mean
she could have the power to lead France out the
European Union?
It would be a mistake to imagine that in the Western
democratic system one person can make such crucial
changes. It is up to the political system, the balance of
power, checks & balance! That is why Trump is having
a hard time in implementing all his outrageous ideas
revealed during the election campaign. Elections are
not the same as running the country, you can always
offer more, but in reality, the situation is a lot different.
So, even if Marine Le Pen wins, she will face resistance
and will have to make compromises.
Politics aside, let’s talk about research and education.
Do you think Brexit will have a negative influence
on education and research in the EU?
It definitely will; in the Baltic States, only one university is among the top 500 in the world, only one! We

have the EU-2020 strategy and there is one direction
in it, which is particularly called “smart growth”. It
means innovation, new technology, advanced science,
etc. The obligation for the EU member states is to
devote at least 3% of their GDP to research and development (R&D). Latvia only contributes about 1.2% of
its GDP to R&D! And we are talking about education
and research?! The politicians have the final say in
deciding in which direction the country will move
forward, and judging by the way Latvia’s budget is distributed it seems that politicians do not care much for
R&D. If one really wants Latvia to become a leading
force in research, or just to keep up with the rest of
the world, then changes must be implemented and
budgets must be revised.
Of course, when the UK leaves the EU, the
total budget for R&D will shrink, not mentioning
the educational force the UK is presently! The United
Kingdom houses more Global Top 500 universities
than the rest of Europe combined, that is why Brexit
will be a drawback for the EU. However, each country
is liable for its own system of education and research,
and no one should really despair when the UK leaves,
but focus on building their own country’s institutions
of education and research.
What is your professional opinion on the EU project
Horizon 2020? Are there any major drawbacks?
Horizon 2020 is wonderful! When we talk about
education, the most important factor is the quality of
it. When I began working at RSU I gave lectures quite
differently than teachers did: I sent additional information on Power Points, all kinds of articles for students
to read before lectures; because during my lectures
I don’t read my presentations, which most professors and teachers do! Students can read those slides
themselves, can’t they? “University at home” should
be the new slogan! And all that reflects the quality of
education. Hence my job as a professor is to comment
on the issues, not read them aloud!
When you come to a lecture you should be
already prepared, you should know the topic of the
lecture. The professor there is to give the students
a new perspective on the matter, to change the way
students see the matter!
The quality education is in the hands of the
students; if one really wants better quality education
– one should demand it! Make your teachers perform
better, perform yourself better, and by far most importantly - demand quality education from the govern29
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ment. Some Latvian professors work in two to three
universities at the same time; this is completely and
utterly wrong! We know that their wages are only a
third (or even a quarter) of what they are in the West
and that is why they have four different jobs – completely absurd! Latvian professors earn four times less
than the Danish ones, and the Danish ones – three
times less than the American ones!
Is the Horizon 2020 programme endangered
following Brexit, as the UK has been the main
financial donor? UK is a major funding power in the
EU-conducted research. Astronomer Chris Leigh,
who backed up the Brexit campaign, still believes
in the preservation of a UK-EU research funding
program.
The UK is an industrialized nation with a high GDP
per capita (one of the highest in the world), they can
easily do without the European Union, they generally
won’t have any problems. The United Kingdom uses
its budget effectively on education and research; they
fund major universities and independent research
centres. Medical science, physics, biochemistry and
other natural and social sciences are strong in the UK
because of the support the country gives the research
centres. Strictly speaking, the UK knows the direction
they want to be headed and knows how to spread their
budget. When the UK leaves the EU completely, the
money that they used to pay the EU research fund will
go to their own research. The UK will establish new
partnerships with countries they consider a positive
impact on their own socio-economic sphere. That is
why it is paramount that Latvia, first of all, creates its
own vision for the future, second, establishes a strong
mutual link with the UK so that further development
and exchange of information is available.

BREXIT WILL, OF COURSE, RESULT IN
SMALLER ANNUAL FUNDING FOR EACH OF
THE “RECIPIENT” COUNTRIES; HOWEVER,
THE MAIN ISSUE FOR EACH COUNTRY
WILL BE NEGOTIATING THE NEW TRADE
DEALS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Horizon 2020 provides grants to research and innovation projects through open and competitive calls.
Each participant must reach a certain threshold
level of quality research to obtain the grant. Could
the researchers abuse their power and focus just to
reach the funding threshold and not focus primarily
on the quality of their work? (We have sources that
may suggest abusing this power is in action.)
Innovations represent new or significantly improved
goods, services, processes and methods; they are
socially important as they are designed to benefit
society rather than a particular individual. Very often
social challenges cannot be met with traditional
recipes and approaches. The European Commission,
in cooperation with the European Investment Bank,
launched a € 2 million Horizon prize on a social
challenge chosen by the public, as part of Horizon
2020, the EU’s biggest ever research and innovation
framework programme. So, to be active in research
means positive results both for science and a country,
in general. �
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WIDE
NEW METHODS FOR BETTER LIVES!
by Ulrika Ulla Andersone

W

IDE is the biggest 3D printing
company in the Baltics, a branch
of the company Baltic 3D, with a
determined team and many fields
of interest, but of course primarily
creating and producing models. The company’s office
hours are not the usual 8 to 18 because the work is very
dynamic. It is important to note that WIDE regularly
presents itself outside of Latvia and gain new experiences. At the moment, the destination is Finland. On
a day to day basis the company has an average of 8
employees who are always in motion and a couple of
steps into the future.
The company was founded about four and a half years
ago and it all started with a very simple story about
an experience. One day a mother came to the office.
Her son had a congenital partial palm amputation.
She had read on the internet different stories about
the possibility of printing prosthetics. Engineers in a
worldwide organisation called Enabling the Future
created a model of a partial palm prosthetic and created
a commune that works with people who are in need.
The first try was a failure because it was necessary to
think of a way of how to adapt this model and ensure
its’ function. An industrial design prototype means
that the prosthetic functions as an idea but a normal
grip of the hand is not ensured. Nowadays there are
many professionals that can create a fantastic and
applicable prosthetic but the problem is that these
specialists don’t adapt them to individual needs.
Therefore, the idea of WIDE was born – products could
be used in medicine, prosthetic centers and adapted to
patients with specific needs. Currently the company
concentrates directly on partial palm amputation
prosthetics, which is not very popular. However, it
is only the first design. The second model is a corset
for the back. Previously this corset had been created
for fencer Polina Rozkova who participated in the
Rio Paraolympic Games. This corset supports the part
of the back that bends. It is possible to optimise any
idea and make it effective with the help of printing
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methods. The current goal for the company is to
create an ankle orthosis, which is needed for stability.
Besides the partial hand amputation prosthetic, both
of the previously mentioned models are some of the
most requested models in orthotics.
3 years ago, the main goal of WIDE was consultations, helping clients realise different projects
but one of those projects was the 3D printer. The
first printer that was obtained used liquid cartridges,
which is completely different from the technology that
WIDE uses currently as it is a much more precise way
to create models. Additionally the office was equipped
with mass portal technology. These appliances were
new to people and therefore there were less clients
than expected. Nobody was more interested in this
technology than the team because not everything can
be replaced by 3D technology, which is why people
can have sceptical opinions about it. There’s no doubt
that this kind of printing is quite new, except polymers
that have been used for the past 30 years. The big
boom in the 3D printing world came only a couple
of years ago. The Chinese started producing their
printers, which were cheaper and available to a larger
audience, which lead to a greater diversity of materials.
All of these are connected in a successful chain. After
some time it was decided that work needs to be done a
grander scale. WIDE became partners with Stratasys,
which is the world’s largest producer of printers. The
main clients of WIDE are industrial field businesses.
Airplane parts and different materials for production,
such as rails. Dentistry technicians print teeth models
so that crowns etc. can be modelled. Some specialists have started using scanned and digital models
and they have specialised computer programmes that
can show the changes in a patient’s bite. There are
dentists who use alginate marks or intraoral scanners,
which are like small bullets that are placed in the oral
cavity. The 3D printing company receives about 12-16
models, which are printed and later final products
are formed. This is called a plaster model replacement – manual work that is being replaced by digital
model and formed. In the field of prosthetics this is

relatively “fresh”. One of the most precise technologies
in the WIDE office is the printer, which is the most
multifunctional. It is possible to combine models with
high precision, respectively, materials with different
colours with characteristics such as the first material –
a rubber analog and the second – a hard material. This
is a very good prototyping tool. There is no doubt that
there are companies who make new phone cases for
their clients.
With unlimited fantasy it is possible to print almost
anything, however it is important to keep focused
on the necessities. It is possible to combine and adapt
any need of a client because the employees are always
thinking four steps ahead, but everything depends on
how much the client is ready to invest in the material
and printing and what is the necessary function and
requirement for it. The most important thing is to
combine efficiency with fantasy. There’s a prototyping
corner in the office, in which it is possible to try out,
improve and think of new models, but most of the time
they are ready for production.
It seems that it would be possible to replace
everything with 3D printed materials, but currently
it is a question of time. This is why when needed
plastic surgeons choose the best alternative for
fixing damaged tissue. Currently there are no plastic
materials that would be suitable for placement in
humans as a replacement for a vital part of the body.
However, it is possible to print everything that can be
crushed into a powder. One of the most suitable and
applicable metals for medical materials is titanium.
It possesses wonderful metal characteristics – it is
light and not rejected by the body etc. Jewellers also
use printers, for examples, gold and silver, however, it
cannot be compared to hand work.
Before printing it is important to have the files in
the same format. MRI-acquired material is a cloud of
points that must be converted to a recognizable format
in the 3D world. A standard example of the digital
format is a DICOM file, which is a universal format

in medicine and is traditionally used in radiology.
Nowadays, many open source programs are available
that can identify contrast and density. For example,
if it is necessary to convert bones from MRI format,
this software makes it very simple. Conversion of soft
tissue to DICOM, however, is more complicated. There
are several factors that interfere with the conversion, e.g., a contrast medium that reflects and creates
artefacts in the image. The same reflection appears in
the 3D model; hence it demands fixing or remodelling,
which is time-consuming. It is mainly done by medical
engineers. There is also a freeware program that allows
anyone to try converting MRI to STL format on their
own. A very straightforward approach is industrial
CAD modelling, which is plane edge geometry with
points of reference. There is also sculpting and freeform
modelling based on point cloud data or a surface visualized by triangles. Accurately created industrial
design is parametric, meaning that there is a specific
table which can be used to define, for example, the
length of a plane or edge and its thickness.
To work with these devices, it is necessary to understand what is important for the technology and
what are the parameters that can be changed during
printing. Almost any material has different demands,
for example, if a soft material is needed, it cannot be
printed quickly. These and many other conditions
apply to every material.
The industrial printers offer much more
limited selection of materials, nonetheless, they are
more tested than amateur printers. It can be said
that these printers are as easily operated as washing
machines. The most important thing is to know the
available modes. When using the other type, there is
more dexterity needed to reach the intended goal but
a huge benefit is the diversity of materials. Any 3D
printing substance found on eBay or Amazon can be
used in them. The only question is – how well will it
work and what will be the quality of the material and
its compatibility with the printer?
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The price of a 3D model depends on the amount of
material used and the time it takes. It is also influenced
by a printer model with options to adjust time and
amount, thus optimizing the raw material usage and
reaching the desired result. Sometimes clients attempt
to prepare files by themselves and print on their own
available technologies, but the printers may turn out
to be less powerful than needed, in which case WIDE
offer their services. The engineers of the company edit
the files decreasing costs for as much as 20 percent.
Every device has its own specifics regarding the
precision of heating the nozzle and keeping temperature – it is very important. One of the most common
amateur class printer problems is that the material
cools too quickly and shrinks, so the model warps and
moves off the printing floor. Thus, all the joy and care
becomes nothing but garbage. Amateur and industrial
class printers differ in their reliability and diversity of
materials. Industrial printers are like ovens – all the environment is assured. They can print industry certified
materials suitable for aviation. The temperature during
the printing process is above 400°C but, in order not to
alter the shape while cooling, it is maintained at 200°C.
Since a layered technology is used, the most fragile
part is where the layers stick together. The most precise
method available at WIDE is a printer with a container
of a liquid material underneath it with a soft membrane
in it. It also has a powerful UV projector that draws
layers in the liquid material and solidifies it. With this
process, it is possible to reach 10-micron precision.
To get a 3D model for training before a manipulation,
the time it takes for production depends on the location
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that is being modelled and knowledge. In the Western
world, more and more often medical specialists learn
to work with the necessary software on their own to
complete the process more effectively. The primary role
is still played by medical engineers who are trained to
understand medicine from A to Z to connect it with
technology. These technicians are familiar with digital
modelling. Mostly they are the ones who consult
3D printing saloons. Up to now, WIDE have printed
two heart models for Pauls Stradiņš Clinical University Hospital. They are intended for a surgeon before
an operation to prepare for non-standard anatomical
anomalies that were not anticipated. These models are
being made because, when assessing imaging findings,
doctor can only see pathologies in one plane. A digital
assistant is a great problem-solver in this situation.
As a material, rubber analogue is not as durable as the
rubber itself, it is not suitable for long-term physical
stress, but it is excellent for simulation, prototyping and
visualization. This principle was used when producing
the heart model of a patient with an atypical opening
between heart chambers.
If we analysed the diversity, power and
capacity of WIDE printers, it would be the fifth largest
company in Germany in this field. We can safely say
that it is the largest 3D printing company in the Baltics
and possibly the whole North-Eastern Europe. This
technology is also being used in the Nordics, however,
mostly for automobile manufacturing and production
lines. If a client needs a metal printer or a prepared
model, then WIDE is a service that offers wide possibilities. As the author of the project says, there is no
better reward for your work than your client’s loyalty. �

THE PRIMARY ROLE IS STILL PLAYED BY
MEDICAL ENGINEERS WHO ARE TRAINED
TO UNDERSTAND MEDICINE FROM A TO Z
TO CONNECT IT WITH TECHNOLOGY.
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INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNICATION COMPETENCES in
HIGHER EDUCATION
by Ieva Lapiņa

T

he opportunity to make contact with
various foreign culture representatives
in daily life is becoming more and more
common. Students who are studying for a
degree today find themselves in a foreign
environment much more often than those who have
acquired their degree quite some time ago 1. Not only
do students receive greater opportunity to go studying
abroad as exchange students on their own accord, but
also in order to graduate their course if such exchange
is compulsory. This deliberate internationalization and
development of the exchange program is explained by
the necessity to prepare the students for the professional world that awaits them in the future 2 .

Rigas Stradins University (RSU) does not fall behind
other higher education institutions and also works on
education internationalization, which might be more
precisely described as re-internalization 3 , because, at its
core, education has always been an international institution. The documentation for RSU’s development
concept from 2013 to 2017 mentions such areas of developments as increasing the mean number of international student, increasing the university’s recognition and creating an international environment. One
of this period’s missions is making a cooperation deal
on an international scale by increasing the use of the
English language as the language of tuition, promoting
the flow of international students and cooperating
with international guest lecturers 4. As the information available to the RSU public relations department
suggests, the number of international students who
were enrolled in RSU using the opportunities offered
by the ERASMUS + exchange program in the last
years has steadily increased 5 .
Although the actualization of the higher
education mobility programs and making international deals is one way for the institutions to promote
global partnership and, consecutively, the internationalization of the higher education, these programs and
1 Deardorf un Wit un Heyl 2009, 460
2 Dehmel un Li un Sloane 2011, 15
3 Teichler 2004, 5–9
4 Gardovskis 2013
5 No personīgās sarakstes 04.2016
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partnerships do not always truly prepare students or
tutors for the new environment. There is no doubt that
embarking on an exchange helps students receive an
invaluable intercultural experience, however, such
experience does not always provide them with the
necessary competence for effective communication
when the situation calls for it. So, which communication skills do students need to develop in order to
accomplish a study course in an international environment and what is the experience of ERASMUS +
exchange students in RSU?
Most of the attention here is concentrated on
the ERASMUS + program’s RSU exchange students,
who take their studies in the communications science
field. As the interviews suggest, the experience varies
a lot from student to student. Students address, firstly,
that the knowledge of the English language among
ERASMUS + students varies from one student to
another, which has an impact on the everyday lives of
students, as this is their language of tuition, secondly,
insufficient knowledge of the Latvian language which
prevents students from fully integrating into the local
community. This is where students also point out that
the language courses provided by the University are
provided on a beginner level, and in this case despite
the fact that among students who have spent a whole
year in RSU and Latvia, some of them have stopped
their language learning after just a half year. Thirdly,
students are disappointed by the fact that their study
environment is isolated from the native students’ study
environment and only certain classes are combined.
At the same time, exchange students like to spend
time with people from their own cultural background.
They arrive to lectures in groups and talk in their
own language, and often when encouraged by their
teachers complete tasks in their mother tongue. Some
students have expressed regret about living in Riga
with students from their own country. In other cases
when students have a bad first experience with locals
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they develop fear from strangers and avoid communication with people from different cultures.
The results of the study indicate that in the
beginning of the exchange programme all participating students have been open to new opportunities and communicating with people from other
countries. Later though students have experienced
some difficulties, such as, fear from the unknown, not
enough knowledge about the other person’s culture
and the language barrier. During the programme
students experience inner and outer changes. This
leads to the development of many communication
skills, which indicates that students who participate
in exchange programmes are more prepared for situations involving people from different cultures than
those, who don’t participate in exchange programmes.
However, it is possible that these programmes have
the opposite effect and that their inter-culture communication experience is negative and ultimately
causes them to become more secluded from people of
different cultures.
It is possible that the ability to talk to people
from other cultures in an appropriate way can sound
simple at first. However, anyone who has been in communication with people from other cultures can think
of a situation when communication has been awkward,
unclear and uncomfortable. A competent and experi-

enced student should have the skills and attitude to
make sure that every conversation is going in the right
direction. First of all, the person must have knowledge
about the culture of the other person as well as your
own (for example, knowledge about religion, the
social system, history, lifestyle, habits, traditions etc.).
Secondly, it is necessary to develop skills such as the
ability to listen, analyse and interpret. 6 Additionally,
when speaking to other university students it is good
to know information about their academic culture,
their language, certain aspects of their cultures. Also,
having motivation to participate in the conversation
is important. However, the most important aspect is
attitude. According to field researchers 7 and surveyed
students the most important qualities in their opinion
are characteristics such as willingness to communicate, being open and respect for the other person.
The development of communication skills starts within
ourselves and it’s more than just signing ambitious
contracts that makes an institution international. The
fact that people of different cultures work or study
together is also not enough. The development of communication skills is every institution’s and individual’s duty. It is a long and continuing learning process
because culture, just as language, is forever changing
and developing. �

FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS MANKIND LIVED JUST LIKE
THE ANIMALSTHEN SOMETHING HAPPENED WHICH
UNLEASHED THE POWER OF OUR IMAGINATION.
WE LEARNED TO TALK.
(PinkFloid – Keep Talking)

6 Pēc Deardorf 2006
7 Deardorf un Wit un Heyl 2009
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TRUMP
ECONOMY:
VS

POSSIBLE REACTIONS OF THE NEW
PRESIDENT TO OUR TRADE DEFICIT
by Jan David Riebesehl

O

n Friday, the 20th January 2017 Donald
Trump was inaugurated. His agenda: To
make America great again. „We enriched
foreign countries at the expense of
American industries“ he proclaims.
Only by renegotiating with trading partners, jobs
and wealth could be brought back to America. 7
Trumps strong attitude of protectionism already had
his first consequences: The Trans Pacific Partnership
(TPP) has been stopped and the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is supposed to be renegotiated. Trump is serious: Those are contracts with vital
trading partners like Canada, Mexico and Australia. 1,
8
The European Union sells 60% of its exports to the
USA. Our trade with each other makes up 40% of the
world trade and ensures employment of 14 million
people. EU officials worry: Which economic consequences will Trump have for us?

The economical relationship between the USA and
the EU:

To further discuss Trumps possible course towards
the EU, first we have to explain our current economical relationship. It all comes down to the trade deficit
of $ 500 billion the USA has with the EU and other
countries. „It is the way China is stealing our jobs.“ 1
and „That’s why Mexico will pay for the wall“ 2 declares
Trumps on Twitter. But what is a trade deficit really
and what are its actual consequences?
A trade deficit develops, if a country buys
more goods from another country, than it is selling to
them. In 2016 the USA imported worth of $ 416 billion
from the EU, while only exporting $ 270 billion. It was
left with a trade deficit of $ 146 billion, while the EU
made this amount as trade surplus. 3, 4
At first it seems like a trade deficit harms your country
enormously. Every good that is bought by Americans,

but produced in another country, is work lost to this
country. The USA is loosing more work with import to
the EU than it is gaining back by exports. Less work
means fewer production and therefore fewer jobs.
Between 1979 and 1994 this supposedly eliminated 2,4
million jobs in the USA. 5
Those still holding a job, would be subjected
to salary cuts. Companies trying to be competitive
despite decreased foreign demand sell their products
cheap and therefore need to decrease wages. The
average income of the USA drops. 5
However in reality everything is more complicated:
Normally a countervailing force to the trade deficit
would be created due to the extreme export differences between the EU and the USA. Since the EU is
spending little of its currency - the euro - on American
products, the supply of it is shortened for US citizens.
The euros value increases and with it, the value of
every European product. A product costing the same
amount in euros is now more expensive in dollars.
Due to higher costs, demand for European goods and
therefore American import decline. The trade deficit
should slowly disappear. 6
But if the trade deficit should disappear by
itself, why is it still prevailing? US dollars are not
only taken for international trades between the USA
and other countries, also foreign businesses have that
much trust in it, that they are using it for transactions
between them. European companies for example
trade with Malaysian countries mostly in dollars,
not in euros. The US dollar takes the role as global
reserve currency. This has many advantages for the
USA: It makes the dollar stable and increases its value.
However it also urges foreign countries to store dollars
for international trades, thereby causing trade deficits
with the USA. 6 This shows, having a trade deficit isn’t
necessary a sign of an disadvantageous partnership.

ONLY THE FUTURE WILL SHOW WHICH
ACTION TRUMP WILL TAKE. BUT ACTION
WILL BE TAKEN, THIS IS SURE.

Photo: Kayle Kaupanger • Trump International Hotel &
Tower Chicago, Chicago, United States
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Trumps economical agendas and their conseqences:
At this point I have to admit that my representation
of the trade deficit is rudimentary at its best. The
economic situation between the USA and the EU complicated; many other factors have to be considered and
even experts disagree on basically everything. The
only purpose of this section is to give you a glimpse
on the intricacy of the subject and to point out that a
trade deficit isn’t always a weakness. Trump, however,
doesn’t understand this. For him the trade deficit with
the EU is still only a matter of loosing money. A bad
deal, which he is determined to stop.
Trump and the Republican have multiple
options to act against the trade deficit: The simplest
one is to start demanding EU tariffs on imports. Prices
of EU products would be raised, American demand for
them would fall and the trade deficit would decline.
This measure would especially be damaging for
European manufacturers of machinery, cars, aircrafts
chemical and pharmaceuticals. Fortunately this tariff
wouldn’t prevail: According to the „World Trade Organisation“ such methods are forbidden. Raising tariffs only
for certain states counts as unilateral discrimination
and would be forbidden after presumably 2 - 3 years of
trial. 8

Photo: Roya Ann Miller • Washington, United States
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The American trade deficit with Germany is especially high: 2016 it was nearly $ 65 billion. 5 It is no
wonder that Trump directs a lot of his attention
towards Germany. He already accused them of being
a currency manipulator and could sue them as such at
the WTO. 8 Currency manipulation occurs if a government takes steps to devaluate its currency. Having a
low currency has the advantage to be cheaper for other
countries and therefore increasing export. Since the
European Central Bank (ECB) just pumped € 1 trillion ($
1,1 trillion) into the economy and decided upon record
low interest rates of 0,05 %, the Euro is at a 12 year
low. 9 These actions were taken to support economic
weakened European countries, however an economic
strong country like Germany highly profits from these
adjustments and is enabled to accumulate a high trade
surplus. The ECB acts independently from Germany,
so no direct currency manipulation occurs, but further
accusations could increase pressure on the German
government. 8, 10
The „Border Adjustment Tax“ (BAT) is another
idea by Trump and the Republicans to fight the trade
deficit. At the moment the USA has a tax of 35%, one of
the highest in the world. For Trump this is the reason
foreign investors and companies are scared away. His
plan is to decrease the tax to 20% and to compensate losses by the new tax system. Companies don’t
pay taxes for there entire profit, but deduct costs like
salaries, production costs, etc from it. The BAT would
reorganize the old system, allowing export revenue
to be deducted, but not importing costs. This plan
wouldn’t only give companies a high motivation to

export, it would also use the size of the trade deficit
as its advantage. Every dollar lost by import would be
taxed, thereby gaining enough money for the government to compensate the tax reduction. However this
plan will be hard to follow through: The WTO is likely
to forbid this law and major retailers like Best Buy and
Walmart already oppose the new system. 11
Only the future will show which action
Trump will take. But action will be taken, this is sure.
The US government sees themselves exploited by
their trading partners and plans to fight for a better
American economy. That their current economic relationship might not be so bad, that the trade deficit
should not be used as its measurement, is ignored. „The
time for empty talk is over!“, shouted Trump at his inauguration, „Now arrives the hour of action!“. 7 �
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SEMPERANTICUS.LV
THE PROMISE OF
PRECISION, WHAT IS THE
FUTURE OF ROBOTIC
SURGERY?

R

obotics have reformed the world of
surgery in several ways. They are essential
for aiding surgeons by taking the strain
off while providing the precision that human
hands cannot deliver. But can they really become
the equivalent of a surgeon’s dominant hand? It
appears that robots can successfully aide experienced surgeons in their work but mistakes and
problems still arise with inexperienced surgeons
despite robot use.

our billion people, nearly half in India
and China, face severe water scarcity at
least 1 month of the year. This means water
shortages affect two-thirds of the world population.
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PLAYING FAVORITES:
BRAIN CELLS PREFER ONE
PARENT’S GENE OVER THE
OTHER’S

I

by Laura Bluzmane

t had been always thought that each copy of
DNA- one inherited from the mother and one
from the father - was used and treated the
same by the developing organism. However, scientists at the University of Utah have found that
individual brain neurons don’t use the inherited
genes equally, but silence one parent’s genes.
In particular, the different activation patterns
between maternal and paternal copies occur in
developing brains.

DO YOUR TWEETS
INFLUENCE THE SUCCESS
OF YOUR FITNESS PLAN?

O

F

by Laura Bluzmane

However, a new kind of water-capturing device
could be a game changer for some of the world’s
driest places. It can pull water vapor out of the
air at humidity as low as 20%- and it can operate
off-grid just using solar power. A single material
box-sized device designed at the University of California, Berkeley can harvest up to 2,8 l of water in
one day. Scientists hope that these devices could
become household fixtures in the poorer parts of
the world.

by Rajlakshmi Mukhopadhyay

However, the use of robotics in certain surgeries,
such as lung surgery, is seen to result in faster
recovery time and less post-operative discomfort. It seems clear that while robots can assist a
surgeon greatly, they can never replace a surgeon
entirely.

IS AIR THE NEW SOURCE
OF WATER?

by Rajlakshmi Mukhopadhyay

ver the last few years, the rise of social
media in daily life has been phenomenal.
But have we ever thought that it might
influence our lives, in particular our dieting
success?

A new study showed that in at least one region of
a newborn mouse brain inequality was the norm.
Approximately 85 % of genes in the dorsal raphe
nucleus differentially activate their gene copies.
Further tests showed that the disparity also takes
place at other sites in the body as the liver and
muscles. The team is focused on exploring whether
this phenomenon could serve as the explanation
why the same gene can be associated with a wide
range of mental illnesses, from autism to schizophrenia, but the severity of the symptoms or risk
for disease differs.

New research suggests that the more we tweet
about our fitness goals and successes, the more
likely we are to achieve those goals and advance
to achieve further successes. Conversely, when a
person tweets about their failures, they are less
likely to achieve their fitness goals in the future.
Tweeting about your goals may not make your
workout feel any easier, but it may just be the key
to your success in sticking to your goals and aims.
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